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Abstract. Watermarking technology aims to solve the multimedia copyright protection
problems in particular on computer networks such as Internet. The technology must
show proof of ownership with a very high degree of confidence and demonstrate a strong
resistance against the hackers distortion like the noising, compression, filtering. The
approach proposed in this paper consists of a new image watermarks embedding / extraction algorithm based on the singular value decomposition SVD. The results obtained
show that our algorithm resists perfectly against the hackers attacks which demonstrates
the robustness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction. The images form the majority of all digital documents processed and
exchanged in the Internet world. It became extremely simple to reproduce perfectly any
medium. In the case of digital multimedia like sound, image and video, research is oriented to a technical resolution for this problem by inserting a watermark in the medium
to identify the ownership property. This watermark embedding mechanism should meet
at least two conditions: the watermark must be imperceptible (the human eye is not able
to distinguish between a watermarked and unwatermarked image) and robust (the watermark must resist to all kind of voluntary or involuntary attacks). The extraction should
be blind, that is to say that to extract the watermark, we do not need the original image.
Many watermarking algorithms have been proposed seeking to optimize the imperceptibility/robustness compromise. These include the watermarking techniques in spatial
domain, such as those proposed in [1, 2, 3], which operate directly on pixels, and the
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watermarking techniques in frequency domain, such as Fast Fourier Transform FFT, Discrete Cosine Transform DCT, Discrete Wavelets Transform [4, 5, 6], etc. Many recent
images watermarking techniques are inspired from the usual methods of encoding and
compression algorithms. The singular value decomposition (SVD) is one example of those
techniques. This technique has already proven in the ﬁeld of compression [7, 8] by providing a compression quality ratio close to the JPEG technique. Regarding the watermarking
using SVD, only a small number of publications exist. Among the solutions found we can
mention: the work of [9] who applied the watermark just in the matrix U(right eigenvectors matrix), [10] proposed to add the mark for just the singular value matrix S using a
variable embedding weight, [11] and [12] proposed a hybrid scheme of SVD-DCT based
watermarking to improve the robustness. A more sophisticated approach is proposed in
[13]. It consists in embedding the watermark in the matrix V (left eigenvectors matrix)
by adding to the matrix V of the original image, the matrix V of the watermark. All
these algorithms are non-blind type.
The author in [14] discusses the work of [15] and shows that the work presented cannot be used for proving protecting rightful ownership because of a high probability of false
positive answers and is therefore of no practical value. Similarly, the author of [16] shows
the same problem for the work of [17].
In this paper, we present a new blind algorithm that inserts the watermark in all the
SVD components (U, S and V) matrix of singular values. In the same time, we present
our proposed approach for achieving watermarking in the diﬀerent components of the
SVD decomposition. The fundamentals of SVD are ﬁrst recalled, the method is then
detailed and the experimental results discussed. Our approach shows more resistance
against several attacks like rotation, noising, Filtering, Compression, etc ... compared to
the proposed approaches using SVD [15, 17].
When embedding a watermark w into a host image i, we use one of the two methods:
either iw = i + t w, where t is close to 0 or iw = (1−t)w+t, i, where t is close to 1.
However, we prefer using the second embedding function (linear interpolation) [20], since
in this case, i and w play the same role allowing choosing in the tests any t in ]0,1[, so
that visualization is more accurate in the sense that if t is close to 1 (resp. 0) then iw is
close to i (resp. w).
For robustness, the images are watermarked after transforming them into other spaces
like YUV, DCT or DWT. The watermark is often embedded into Y component (YUV),
Blue channel (RGB), high frequencies (DCT, DWT) and singular values matrix (SVD).
Suppose I is any RGB-color image. Without loss of generality, we use the red component i of I. Many papers [15, 18, 19] adopt the following embedding process. The
image i is transformed using one of YUV, DCT, DWT getting a matrix which is then
decomposed using SVD into the triple [Ui , Si , Vi ]. The same transformation is applied to
the watermark W and leads to the triple [Uw , Sw , Vw ]. Note that the watermark may be
Sw itself. Now, let Sw ∗ = Si + t Sw , where t is a parameter ̸= 0, so that iw = Ui Sw ∗ Vi T
is the red component of the watermarked image IW (Fig.1).
The extraction process is the inverse embedding process.
There are many techniques to measure the robustness of any watermarking scheme. The
most used are the Mean Square Error (MSE)[19], the fractal dimensions [20], correlation
coeﬃcient [19]. In reality, these techniques measure the degree of resemblance between
the original watermark and that extracted in order to decide the quality of the embedding/extraction process.
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Figure 1. The most used embedding process in transformed domain

2. Proposed method. We present in this paper, a blind algorithm that inserts by linear
interpolation the watermark in the SVD matrices U, S and V of each image component
(red, green or blue, say red hereafter).
2.1. Convention. Fig.2 shows the way of designing mark and unmark functions in the
watermarking schemes. In Fig.2(a), we use linear interpolation to embed the watermark
w in i getting iw = (1−t)w+ti. This implies the inverse process in Fig.2(b), that is 1/t
iw − (1-t)/t w.

Figure 2. Convention for (a) mark and (b) unmark functions

2.2. Watermark embedding. Let us consider RGB-color images I and W , with size
128 × 128 × 3 and recall that without loss of generality i and w are respectively the red
components of I and W . The embedding watermark scheme is shown in Fig.3.
SVD calculates the three matrices, say U,S,V while ’SV Dp’ (considered as the inverse
of SVD) calculates the product U SV T . As in Fig.2, ’Mark’ is the interpolation process:
we mark iSV D using wSV D .
Suppose i and w are respectively decomposed into the triples iSV D = [Ui, Si , Vi ] and
wSV D = [Uw, Sw , Vw ]. Three ways (M1-3) may be considered when watermarking i with
SVD using w as a watermark. Let wwsvd = [Uiw, Si w, Vi w].
The watermarked image iw is then obtained as follows: iw = SV Dp (iw svd) = Ui w Si w
T
Precisely, let us calculate iw in the three cases (M1-3):
Viw
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Figure 3. Watermarking Embedding Scheme

(W1) iw = ((1 − t)Uw + tUi )((1 − t)Sw + tSi )((1 − t)VwT + tViT )
= (1 − t)3 Uw Sw VwT + t3 Ui Si ViT + α1
= (1 − t)3 w + t3 i + α1

(1)

Where α1 = (1 − t)t[(1 − t)Ui Sw VwT + (1 − t)Uw Si VWT + (1 − t)Uw Sw ViT + tUw Si ViT +
tUi Sw ViT + tUi Si VwT
(W2) iw = ((1 − t)Uw + tUi )Si ((1 − t)VwT + tViT ) = t2 i + α2

(2)

Where α2 = (1 − t)2 Uw Si VwT + t(1 − t)Uw Si ViT + t(1 − t)Ui Si VwT
(W3) iw = Ui ((1 − t)Sw + tSi )ViT = tUi Si ViT + (1 − t)Ui Sw ViT = ti + α3

(3)

Where α3 = (1 − t)Ui Sw ViT
Note that the only unknown in k , k=1,2,3 is t. If t is close to 1, then k is close to 0,
and iw is close to i. So, chose t close to 1 to get an invisible watermark in iw . Fig.4 shows
watermarked images for some values of t, respectively when watermarking (1) U, S and
V, (2) U and V and (3) only S.
2.3. Watermark Extraction. Fig.5 shows the watermark extraction scheme. As seen
in watermarking embedding, ’Mark’ is the interpolation process (here, we mark by linear
interpolation wS V D using iw SV D) and ’Unmark’ is the inverse process (we ’extract the
mark’ iw aSV D from wi SV D).
Let iwasvd = [Uiwa , Siwa , Viwa ], wisvd = [Uwi , Swi , Vwi ] and wasvd = [Uwa , Swa , Vwa ] where
T
T
T
.
−(1−t)/tViwa
= 1/tVwi
Uwa = 1/tUwi −(1−t)/tUiwa , Swa = 1/tSwi−(1−t)/tSiwa and Vwa
3
T
T
We have wa = Uwa Swa Vwa , then t wa = (Uwi − (1 − t)Uiwa )(Swi − (1 − t)Siwa )(Vwi −
T
).
(1 − t)Viwa
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Figure 4. Embedding a watermark with SVD method

Figure 5. Watermarking Extraction Scheme
Three ways (MP1-3) are considered when extracting the watermark w.

We get in each case (MP1-3),
T
(E1 ) t3 wa = ((1 − t)Uiw + tUw − (1 − t)Uiwa )((1 − t)Siw + tSw − (1 − t)Siwa )((1 − t)Viw
T
T
+tVW − (1 − t)Viwa )
T
T
T
)
) + tViw
− Viwa
= ((1 − t)(Uiw − Uiwa ) + tUw )((1 − t)(Siw − Siwa )((1 − t)(Viw
(4)
T
Since Ui wa, Si wa and Viwa are constant matrices relatively to t, and Ui wa, Si wa and
T
are calculated using linearly interpolation (Ui w = (1-t) Uw + t Ui and analogously
Viwa
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for S and V), then if t is close to 1, then wa is close to Uw VwT = w and analogously for
(E2-3).
T
T
(E2) t3 wa = ((1 − t)Uiw + tUw − (1 − t)Uiwa )(Sw − (1 − t)Siwa )((1 − t)Viw
+ tVwT − (1 − t)Viwa
)
T T
= ((1 − t)(Uiw − Uiwa ) + tUw )((1 − t)(Sw − Siwa ) + tSw )((1 − t)(Viw
Viwa ) + tVwT )
(5)
3
T
T
(E3) t wa = (Uw − (1 − t)Uiwa )((1 − t)Siw + tSw − (1 − t)Siwa )(Vw − (1 − t)Viwa ) (6)

3. Test. In the tests, we have chosen i and w of size 128 × 128 × 3 (RGB images) shown
in Fig.6, and t=0.2, 0.5, 0.95 and we have proceeded to the three ways of watermarking
(M1-3). The Stirmark Benchmark [21] is used to attack the watermarked images (here
the attacks are in this order: Rotation 45, Convolution 2, Jpeg 90, Median 9, Noise 80
and PSNR 90). The watermarks have been extracted in all attacks and all cases as shown
below. Table 1 describes the attacks used for our tests:
Table 1. Used attacks description

For t=0.2: If all the matrices U,S,V are watermarked, then the extracted watermarks
are very far from the original watermark (Fig.6). If U, V are watermarked and S is not
modiﬁed, then the quality of the extracted water- marks are also very bad (Fig.7). If
S is the only watermarked matrix, then for some attacks (Jpeg, PSNR), the extracted
watermarks are close to the original watermark, while for the other attacks, the extracted
watermarks are far from the original but one can see their edges (Fig.8).
For t=0.5: If U,S,V are all watermarked, then the extracted watermarks are not desirable (Fig.9). If U,V are watermarked and S is not modiﬁed, the extracted watermarks
are also not desirable (Fig.10). If S is the only watermarked matrix, the quality of the
extracted watermarks depend upon the attack (the quality is high in Jpeg, PSNR or
Median attacks) (Fig.11).
For t=0.95 : The extracted watermarks are always close to the original watermark
(U,S,V watermarked; U,V watermarked, S not modiﬁed; S watermarked, U,V not modiﬁed) (Fig.12).
Note that the extracted watermark is of high quality especially when t is close to 1 and
the watermark is inserted in S.
4. Conclusion. In this paper, we have presented a watermarking algorithm fordigital
images.The watermark is transformed into SVDand the resulting transformed watermark
is inserted into the SVD of the original image. The results show that this method is
very robust against theimage distortion and may be better than existing methods in the
literature, particularly when watermarking only S or watermarking U, S and V, with
linear interpolation parameter suﬃciently large (close to 1). We have discussed what was
achieved by the research community, permitting us to conduct a comparative study for
choosing the matrix to be watermarked.
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Figure 6. t=0.2, U,S,V watermarked

Figure 7. t=0.2, U,V watermarked, S not modiﬁed

Figure 8. t=0.2, only S watermarked
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Figure 9. t=0.5, U,S,V watermarked

Figure 10. t=0.5, U,V watermarked, S not modiﬁed

Figure 11. t=0.5, only S watermarked
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Figure 12. t=0.95, U, S,V watermarked

Figure 13. t=0.95, U,V watermarked, S not modiﬁed

Figure 14. t=0.95, only S watermarked
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